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Abstract

Human speech contains a wide variety of acoustic cues that listeners must map onto distinct

phoneme categories. However, current models do not provide a robust method of identifying the

specific cues needed to recognize speech sounds across multiple talkers. The current study seeks

to identify such cues using tools from graph theory. We create networks that describe connections

between individual talkers and different acoustic cues and identify subgraphs within these

networks that contain the cues necessary to recognize a specific phoneme. We then evaluate the

effectiveness of these cues by training logistic regression classifiers, demonstrating that models

trained on the subset of relevant cues perform accurately and provide a better match to listeners’

perceptual responses than classifiers trained on all possible cues. Thus, this method provides an

approach for identifying the relevant acoustic cues in speech that are used by listeners.

Implications for models of speech perception are discussed.

Keywords: speech perception, language processing, computational modeling, graph

methods, phonetics
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Discovering networks of phonetic cues for speech sound categorization using graph theory

Human speech contains a wide variety of acoustic cues. A classic problem in speech perception

concerns the fact that these cues—measurable spectral, temporal, and amplitude differences in

the speech signal—do not map onto phoneme categories in a one-to-one way. Despite an extensive

search for invariant features, researchers have been unable to identify individual cues that are

used similarly by all talkers to signal specific phonemes. Rather, speech sounds are highly context

dependent (Liberman et al., 1967), an issue that is compounded by individual variability between

talkers (Hillenbrand et al., 1995) and the idiosyncratic nature of individual speech sound tokens

(Toscano & Allen, 2014).

Despite the inherent complexity of this problem, human listeners have a relatively easy time

identifying speech sounds. One proposed mechanism that allows for this is the fact that there

appear to be multiple, redundant cues for specific phonological distinctions (Hillenbrand et al.,

1995; Jongman et al., 2000; Lisker, 1986). Thus, listeners may combine information from multiple

cues to achieve accurate speech recognition. Indeed, a number of models have been proposed that

use cue-integration as a key principle for describing how listeners combine small sets of acoustic

cues in order to classify speech sounds (Nearey, 1997; Oden & Massaro, 1978; Smits, 2001;

Toscano & McMurray, 2010), including recent approaches that aim to factor out known sources of

contextual variability as a first step (Cole et al., 2010; McMurray et al., 2011; McMurray &

Jongman, 2011).

However, before we can address the question of how listeners integrate multiple cues, an

even more basic question concerns precisely what the relevant acoustic cues are. Previous work

has largely relied on phonetic analyses, perceptual experiments (in which sounds are

systematically varied along specific cue dimensions), or predictions from phonological theory to

determine which cues listeners use. However, since any spectro-temporal difference could be an

acoustic cue, there are potentially dozens or hundreds of cues. With few exceptions, previous

models have not investigated large-scale cue-integration across the set of possible cues that may

be available in the signal, even for sets that have been proposed on the basis of phonetic analysis

(e.g., 16 possible cues for voicing distinctions in English; Lisker, 1986).

Moreover, given a potentially infinite number of possible cues, current models do not offer a
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straightforward mechanism for determining the subset that is used by listeners to identify specific

phonemes. The current study aims to address these issues using tools from graph theory to

identify subsets of informative acoustic cues based on talkers’ intended productions. Specifically,

we create networks (graphs) that connect cues and individual talkers based on phonetic

measurements of their speech. We then identify subsets of these fully connected graphs that

describe networks of cues that provide information for different phonemes, comparing statistical

models trained on these cues with perceptual data from human listeners. Our goal is to determine

whether this approach can provide a principled basis for determining which acoustic cues are

necessary for speech perception and how they vary across individual talkers.

In the next section, we will briefly review the acoustic characteristics of our target set of

speech sounds—English fricatives (Jongman et al., 2000)—as well as previous work that has

aimed to develop models of speech sound categorization based on cue-integration principles. We

then present the methods used to create the cue-talker graphs, and the results of this procedure

for a large dataset of speech sounds, specifically the dataset of fricative sounds presented by

McMurray & Jongman (2011). We show that each phoneme is signaled by multiple cues, with

variability between different phonemes in the structure of the network needed to connect

individual talkers. These graphs are then evaluated using multinomial regression classifiers to

determine how well they accurately characterize the talkers’ intended phonemes and listeners

perceptual judgments. Implications for models of speech sound categorization are discussed.

Acoustic characteristics of fricatives

The current study focuses on fricatives, a class of consonants produced via partial

constrictions in the vocal tract. In English, there are eight fricatives (/f,v,T,D,s,z,S,Z/) that vary in

place of articulation (i.e., where in the vocal tract the constriction is made; e.g., /f/ vs. /T/

vs. /s/ vs. /S/) and voicing (whether or not the sound is produced coincident with periodic

vibration of the glottis; e.g., /S/ vs. /Z/). We can further divide place of articulation into sibilants

(/s,z,S,Z/) and non-sibilants (/f,v,T,D/). Overall, fricatives represent one of the largest classes of

speech sounds in English.

Previous work has identified 24 acoustic feature dimensions that signal differences between
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these sounds. Fourteen of these cue dimensions were studied by Jongman et al. (2000) and an

additional ten were studied by McMurray & Jongman (2011). These cues include temporal

differences (e.g., duration of frication is lower for /v/ than for /T/), static spectral differences

(e.g., spectral mean during frication is lower for /S/ than for /s/), dynamic spectral changes (e.g.,

formant transitions; differences in F2 onset for /S/ vs. /s/), and amplitude differences (e.g.,

amplitude of frication is lower for nonsibilants than for sibilants). Many of these cues are also

affected by context, including coarticulatory effects and variability between talkers (Jongman

et al., 2000). Indeed, compensating for this contextual variability yields improvements in fricative

classification (McMurray & Jongman, 2011); thus, effects of contextual variability are considered

in the current study as well. Below, we briefly review previous work that has described temporal,

spectral, and amplitude cues to fricative voicing, place, and sibilance.

Temporal cues. Several studies have measured temporal differences as possible cues to

fricative identity. For a given fricative sound produced with a following vowel, both the duration

of the frication and the duration of the vowel can be measured. Frication duration, in particular,

provides a good indication that a sound is a fricative, rather than another type of consonant. In a

study on Japanese fricatives, Mitani et al. (2006) found that longer frication durations resulted in

more fricative classifications vs. affricate classifications (for /S/-/tS/ distinctions). Jongman et al.

(2000) found that frication duration may also be informative for identifying place of articulation

within fricatives. Palato-alveolar fricatives (/S,Z/), for example, have a longer duration, likely due

to the point of constriction occurring further back into the vocal tract.

Frication duration also provides information about voicing. Cole & Cooper (1975) found

that shortening voiceless fricatives causes listeners to classify them as their voiced counterparts.

This distinction is also attested acoustically: voiceless fricatives are longer than voiced fricatives

in both English (Jongman et al., 2000; Klatt, 1976) and Spanish (de Manrique & Massone, 1981).

However, despite these findings, and the fact that listeners use frication duration to classify

sounds as voiced vs. voiceless, Baum & Blumstein (1987) found that talker’s use of this

distinction is variable. Overall, they found that voiceless fricatives are indeed longer, but that

there is considerable individual variability between talkers. McMurray & Jongman (2011) also

found that frication duration was a good cue for voicing, but that it was highly talker-dependent.
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In a study of listeners’ perception of naturally-produced fricatives, Li et al. (2012) found that

frication duration alone was not a sufficient cue for fricative voicing—f0 modulation during

frication was the most critical cue for distinguishing a voiced fricative from its voiceless

counterpart. Taken together, these results suggest that, although frication duration is an

informative cue, listeners likely use it in conjunction with other cues and/or compensate for

contextual variability in some way when using frication duration.

Several studies have also looked at the duration of the vowel following the fricative as a

possible cue. McMurray & Jongman (2011) found that vowel duration serves as a cue to fricative

voicing with shorter vowels leading to voiceless responses and longer vowels leading to voiced

responses. Cole & Cooper (1975) also found an effect of vowel duration, though it was weak

compared to the effect for this cue in word-final fricatives (a similar relationship exists for vowel

duration as a cue to stop consonant voicing; Allen & Miller, 1999; Raphael, 1972).

Spectral cues. Previous work has also examined a host of broad- and narrow-band

spectral differences that may signal fricative identity. These include measurements of the first

four spectral moments (mean, variance, skew, and kurtosis) at different time points in the sound,

as well as information about formant onsets, spectral peak, and fundamental frequency (f0).

First, a number of studies have investigated formant transitions, particularly F2 onset, as

possible cues. Mann & Repp (1980) found that formant onsets provide information about

fricative place (/s/ vs. /S/ perceptual responses), though listeners’ use of these cues is dependent

on vowel context. McMurray & Jongman (2011) also found that formant onsets were useful cues

for classifying fricatives, with F2-F5 onsets providing information about place of articulation

among non-sibilants and F4 and F5 serving as cues for place among sibilants. Stevens et al.

(1992) demonstrated that formant transitions were more extensive for voiced fricatives than

voiceless fricatives, suggesting they may also serve as a voicing cue.

Other work has investigated static spectral measures (spectral moments) at various time

points during frication as possible cues. For instance, a number of studies have demonstrated that

listeners use spectral mean as a cue for classifying /s/ and /S/ (Haley et al., 2010; Shadle & Mair,

1996; Strand & Johnson, 1996; Tomiak, 1990). Jongman et al. (2000) measured spectral moments

in 40-ms time windows at the beginning, middle, and end of frication, as well as a time window
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centered at frication offset (the last 20 ms of frication and first 20 ms of the vowel). They found

that spectral moments in each window, particularly the last one, provided useful information for

place of articulation: spectral mean, variance, and skewness distinguished all four places of

articulation, and kurtosis distinguished three of the four places. McMurray & Jongman (2011)

confirmed these findings and demonstrated that spectral mean and variance provide cues to

fricative voicing as well. Similarly, Haley et al. (2010) found that spectral moments are useful for

distinguishing place of articulation for /s/ vs. /S/.

In addition to formant transitions and static spectral moments, spectral peak frequency

provides a cue to fricative place, but does not appear to signal voicing (Jongman et al., 2000;

McMurray & Jongman, 2011). In an early study, Hughes & Halle (1956) demonstrated that

spectral peak distinguishes /s/ and /S/, with /S/ having a lower peak. Similarly, Jongman et al.

(2000) found that both palato-alveolar fricatives (/S/ and /Z/) have lower spectral peaks.

Amplitude cues. In addition to spectral and temporal measurements, several studies

have examined amplitude differences as potential cues. McMurray & Jongman (2011) found, for

example, that the average amplitude of frication below 500 Hz is a useful cue for distinguishing

voicing categories. This reflects a similar measure by Stevens et al. (1992), who found longer

periods of voicing during frication for voiced fricatives. Jongman et al. (2000) looked at several

amplitude measures as well, including overall amplitude of the frication noise, and frication

amplitude relative to vowel amplitude. With this normalized amplitude, they found that all four

places of articulation were significantly different from each other. McMurray & Jongman (2011)

found that the root-mean-square (RMS) amplitude of the frication is significantly different for

sibilant vs. non-sibilant distinctions, and that even the RMS amplitude of the vowel has a slight

effect in determining fricative identity. McMurray & Jongman also measured narrow-band

amplitudes by looking at the amplitude of F3 and F5 during both the frication and the vowel,

and found that F5 amplitude during frication provided information about sibilance and F3

amplitude during the vowel distinguished place of articulation among sibilants.

Context effects. As with other phonological distinctions, the cues to fricative identity

are often context-dependent. This is reflected in many of the measurements described above,

which often demonstrated that cues are not invariant across talkers or vowel contexts. For
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example, Jongman et al. (2000) found that the vowel context in which the consonant was

produced significantly affected a number of cues: Across vowels, both duration of frication and

amplitude varied. However, there was no effect on the location of the spectral peak. Several of

the cues were also affected by talker identity, such as differences between men and women in

duration of frication. Additionally, men tend to produce fricatives with lower spectral means than

women, a difference that appears to be primarily sociophonetic (Strand & Johnson, 1996). As a

result, the spectral mean for a /s/ produced by a man may be similar to the spectral mean for an

/S/ produced by a woman. Thus, contextual variability can have a large influence these cues,

preventing a simple one-to-one mapping between cues and categories.

Listeners are remarkably good at dealing with this variability, compensating for differences

in fricatives caused by both talker identity (Strand & Johnson, 1996) and vowel context (Mann &

Repp, 1980). The effects of contextual variability were studied extensively by McMurray &

Jongman (2011). Using the computing cues relative to expectations (C-CuRE) model (see also

Cole et al., 2010; McMurray et al., 2011), they demonstrated that factoring out known talker and

vowel differences yields better performance by logistic regression classifiers trained to categorize

fricatives. Moreover, they found that the C-CuRE model produced a better match to listeners’

perceptual data than a classifier trained on the raw cues. Thus, in addition to combining multiple

cues, factoring out contextual variability is an important part of fricative perception.

Models of speech categorization

Given the phonetic data described above, two points should be clear. First, there are a

large number of cues available to listeners for identifying fricative voicing, place, sibilance, or

some combination of these features. Second, none of these cues provides sufficient information on

its own and many are context dependent (i.e., varying across talkers and coarticulatory contexts).

Thus, in order to accurately recognize fricatives, listeners must overcome the variability inherent

in individual cues.

As noted above, one way to do this is by combining information from multiple cues via a

process of cue-integration. A number of models of speech categorization have used this approach.

One of the earliest and most influential cue-integration models is Oden & Massaro (1978)’s fuzzy
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logical model of perception (FLMP). FLMP proposes that listeners first extract individual

acoustic cues from the speech signal (a process referred to as feature detection), then match

specific cue-values to prototype representations of phonemes, and finally compute the probability

that a given speech sound is a member of a specific phoneme category. Oden & Massaro

demonstrate that by combining information from two cues, and by using the same cue to identify

different phonological features, the model can more accurately match listeners’ identification

responses in a speech perception task, providing support for the hypothesis that listeners use

information from multiple cues. Several other models have proposed similar cue-integration

principles. These include the normalized a posteriori probability model of Nearey (1990), the

hierarchical categorization model of Smits (2001), and the weighted Gaussian mixture model of

Toscano & McMurray (2010). In each of these models, information from multiple sources is

combined to arrive at an overall percept (and often the same cue can be used for different types of

phonological feature distinctions).

Generally, these approaches have focused on only a small set of cues (two or three).

Recently, as noted above, McMurray & Jongman (2011) investigated several models of speech

sound categorization for a dataset of fricatives with a large number of measured cues, based on

the initial set reported by Jongman et al. (2000). Model performance was compared with

perceptual data obtained from human listeners to determine if the overall accuracy and pattern of

responses for the model matched that of listeners. In their experiment, listeners heard CV

syllables where the initial consonant was one of the eight English fricatives (/f,v,T,D,s,z,S,Z/). Each

fricative was produced in three different vowel contexts by 20 different talkers.

Subjects were randomly assigned to two different groups: one group heard only the frication

part of the utterance and the other heard the complete syllable. This allowed McMurray &

Jongman to separately evaluate listeners’ use of cues that occurred in the frication from those

that occurred during the vowel. They found that listeners’ performance depended on contextual

factors—talker and vowel identity. Listeners also varied in their overall accuracy at identifying

the fricatives: accuracy was 91% in the complete-syllable condition, but only 76% in the

frication-only condition (chance is 12.5%). Listener classification accuracy also varied depending

on the phoneme, with the highest accuracy for /Z/ (99.6%) and the lowest for /D/ (74.4%).
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Listeners’ performance on this task was compared with predictions from three types of

models, evaluated using multinomial regression classifiers: (1) a naïve invariance model, which

used a small number of cues expected to be informative from previous studies; (2) a

cue-integration model, which used all 24 cues from the dataset; and (3) the C-CuRE model. In

C-CuRE, cues are encoded relative to the talker and vowel context in order to eliminate variation

caused by these factors. Specifically, the model uses linear regression to predict the cue-value

relative to the context, meaning talker gender and vowel are first partialed out and the residual

cue-values are used to classify speech sounds into phoneme categories.

The classifiers were trained using the 24 acoustic cues measured from the fricatives.

Overall, they found that no single cue was completely robust for just one feature (i.e., there was

no cue that uniquely provided information for place of articulation). In addition, C-CuRE

matched listeners’ responses more closely than the other models, and the cue-integration model

performed better than naïve invariance. Critically, McMurray & Jongman found that there are no

truly invariant cues—cue-integration and context compensation (achieved via C-CuRE), appear

to be necessary for successful speech recognition.

Identifying acoustic cues

Given the results from McMurray & Jongman (2011) and other models of speech

categorization that rely on multiple cues, how do we determine which cues to provide as input to

the model? The work reviewed above relies on trained phoneticians, hypotheses generated from

phonological theory, or perceptual studies of specific cues to identify the ones that should be used.

However, there are potentially other cues that are informative. Moreover, it may be that some

cues are used consistently by talkers (i.e., whenever producing a sound as /S/, Cue X is present in

the signal) but others are not. Similarly, we do not know whether there are independent cues for

each phoneme, or whether cues provide information about phonological features (place and

voicing), which can be combined to identify the phoneme. In order to address these issues, we

need a principled way of identifying which cues are actually used by individual talkers to signal

specific phonemes. How can we identify the necessary cues?

Techniques from graph theory may offer an answer to this question. The use of graphs, in
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the form of connectionist or neural networks, is familiar to many cognitive scientists, and

network-based models have played a significant role in the development of models of speech

perception and language processing (Dell, 1988; Elman, 1990; Magnuson et al., 2007; McClelland

& Elman, 1986; McClelland & Rumelhart, 1981). In connectionist models, neurons (referred to as

nodes or vertices in graph theory) are connected via weights (edges) of varying strengths. The

types of connectionist networks typically used to model cognitive phenomena, however, represent

only a subset of possible graphs (e.g., a perceptron is a bipartite directed graph). Here, we

introduce broader mathematical concepts from graph theory in order to use more complex

networks as a tool to discover sets of possible phonetic cues for recognizing different phonemes. In

order to develop this approach further, we first define the general form of a graph and provide

some examples.

Let G = (N,E) be an edge-weighted graph, with node set N and weighted edge set E.

Elements of E are of the form e = ({n1, n2} , we), where n1 and n2 are nodes connected by the

edge e and we is the weight of the edge. We say two edges are incident if they share a node.

Thus, graphs are topological constructions that contain information about how some set of

entities (the nodes) are connected, while not specifying geometric relationships between the

entities. Edge-weighted graphs carry the additional information of a numeric value associated to

each edge, which can be used to model the importance or cost of the connection (similar to

weights in a connectionist network).

A classic example of a situation modeled by an edge-weighted graph is the traveling

salesman problem (see Applegate et al., 2011, for an overview). Consider a set of cities that must

be visited by a traveling salesman. A graph can be defined with nodes corresponding to cities. If

two cities are connected by a highway, the two nodes are connected by an edge in the graph, with

the length of the highway specified as the weight of the corresponding edge. A sequence of

incident edges, all distinct, which begins and ends at the same node is referred to as a cycle. A

traveling salesman would like to visit all of the cities and return home (i.e., complete a path

constituting a cycle), while traveling the shortest distance possible. Solving this problem consists

of finding a cycle passing through all the nodes of the graph, such that the sum of the edge

weights involved is minimal over all such cycles.
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Another well-studied problem is the (graph) Steiner tree problem. If G is a graph, a

subgraph of G is a graph H with the properties that the node set of H is a subset of the node set

of G, and the edge set of H is a subset of the edge set of G. Given an edge-weighted graph G and

a subset S of the node set N , a Steiner tree T for S in G is a minimal-weight subgraph of G such

that all nodes in S are connected by some sequence of edges in T (see Figure 1). The nodes in S

are called the distinguished nodes. Nodes included in T but not in S are called Steiner nodes. In

general, a tree is a graph in which any two nodes are connected by some sequence of edges, and

which contains no cycles (i.e., there is a unique sequence of edges connecting a node to any other

node). Therefore, a graph with k nodes is a tree if and only if it has k − 1 edges and no cycles.

The Steiner tree problem and its variants have been very well studied in mathematics and

computer science. The problem is generally computationally expensive to solve. The graph

version is NP-hard (Garey et al., 1977), though some special cases of the problem can be solved

exactly in polynomial time. Approximation algorithms exist, but finding a provably extremely

close approximation is also NP-hard (Chlebík & Chlebíková, 2008).

Despite the general complexity of the problem, advances in algorithms and computational

power have enabled researchers to solve or approximate the Steiner tree problem in increasingly

large networks. The last 15 to 20 years have seen an explosion of Steiner trees and other graphical

methods in the biological sciences. For example, Steiner tree methods have been employed in

analyzing biochemical interactions including protein interactions, gene-protein interactions, and

gene expression pathways (Bailly-Bechet et al., 2011; Ideker et al., 2002; Scott et al., 2005).

Often, in these graphs, the nodes correspond to proteins or other biochemical substances, genes,

observed symptoms/gene expressions, or a combination of these categories. Weighted edges

correspond to strength of statistical evidence for interactions or known biochemical reactions

relating substances. A variant of the problem also involves weighted nodes, with node weights

based on importance of corresponding genes, molecules, or expression. Researchers have been

successful in identifying potential gene-expression pathways and other biologically relevant

subnetworks by finding Steiner trees, and in some cases, the involvement of previously unknown

links have been experimentally verified (Bailly-Bechet et al., 2011; Scott et al., 2005).

Inspired by these successful applications in systems biology, we seek to use Steiner tree
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Figure 1 . At top, an example edge-weighted graph. In middle, a Steiner tree for the graph and distinguished nodes
S = {C, D, E}. Steiner vertices are A and B. At bottom, another Steiner tree for the graph and the same
distinguished set, with Steiner vertices A and G. Both Steiner trees have a total edge weight of 7. There exists at
least one additional Steiner tree for this edge-weighted graph and distinguished set.

methods to identify networks of cues employed in human speech perception. We employ nodes

corresponding to acoustic cues and talkers (e.g., Fig. 2a), and weighted edges are derived from the

probability that a specific talker uses a given cue to produce a specific phoneme. Weighted edges

also exist between nodes corresponding to cues that co-occur for a given phoneme. There are no

edges between the talkers in the model, and separate graphs are constructed for each phoneme

(i.e., the eight fricative categories). Thus, the graph represents the way that individual talkers

communicate specific phonemes, via an array of acoustic cues.

Such graphs can be easily created from acoustic measurements for datasets with large
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Figure 2 . (a) Example network for four cues and four talkers, derived from a subset of the acoustic data for /Z/.
Blue nodes represent cues and pink nodes represent talkers. Each talker is connected to each cue unless the
probability of a talker indicating a /Z/ using that cue was very low (<20%), in which case the connection was
removed. Edge thickness indicates the strength of the connection (lower edge weights reflect higher probabilities).
In this example, it is not costly to go from Talker 3 to Cue M1– because the probability of Talker 3 producing /Z/
tokens that contained that cue, relative to other phonemes, is high. Edges between cues indicate the probability
that those cues co-occur for /Z/ tokens. (b) In this simplified network, the optimal Steiner tree connecting all four
talkers is easy to identify: Each talker is connected to M1–, and this is the only cue that they are all connected to.
Additionally, the edge weights are lowest for this solution.

numbers of phonetic cues. This allows us to visualize, for instance, the degree to which an

individual talker uses a specific cue to produce a specific phoneme—the edge weight is inversely

proportional to the probability that they produced sounds containing that cue as instances of

that phoneme (Fig. 2a). The critical problem is to identify subgraphs where talkers are fully

connected using the minimum total edge weight. This would allow us to narrow the space of

acoustic cues to only those necessary and most likely to be used to connect talkers (Fig. 2b). In

the language of Steiner trees, if G is the graph created from the data of talkers producing a

specific phoneme, and S is the set of nodes corresponding to the talkers, we wish to find a Steiner

tree for S in G. We predict that cues corresponding to nodes in the Steiner tree will be those that

are most useful for identifying the phoneme.

Goals and predictions

Despite our knowledge of the phonetic properties of fricatives and a number of the cues

used by listeners, the original problem of identifying which cues are necessary and sufficient

remains. The set of cues identified in previous studies has been primarily based on hypotheses
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derived from the articulatory constraints on production of different fricatives and the ease of

identifying and measuring certain cues in speech spectrograms. Moreover, several studies have

used perceptual data to infer which cues listeners use, but often these studies have only

investigated a small number of cues at a time (see Li et al., 2012, for an alternative approach).

Thus, these models require assumptions about what the relevant cues are, and moreover, there

are potentially other cues available to listeners than the ones described above. As an first step in

developing a graph theoretic approach to solving this problem, we will focus on the 24 cue

dimensions identified by McMurray & Jongman (2011).

Note that cues in many of the studies described above correspond to the range of values

that can be measured along an acoustic dimension. In the current study, we look at the presence

or absence of specific cue-values in a given speech sound token (e.g., spectral mean is coded as

high or low, based on z-scores obtained from the dataset of acoustic measurements). This

conceptualization allows us to translate the problem into a network-based representation and

offers the possibility of identifying simple, easy to measure cues in novel utterances, and gives us

the ability to describe the cues present in individual speech sound tokens. Throughout the

remainder of the text, we will use the term “cue” to refer to specific spectro-temporal features

(e.g., a short duration of frication, durf–) that are either present or absent in individual speech

sound tokens.

Our goals are as follows. First, we create cue-talker graphs for each phoneme (the eight

fricatives) that include connections based on all possible cues in the McMurray & Jongman (2011)

dataset, with edges weighted based the probability of a talker using a particular cue to signal a

specific phoneme (talker-cue edges) or the probability of two cues co-occurring for that phoneme

(cue-cue edges). We then identify Steiner trees in each of these graphs to obtain cues that are

sufficient for connecting all individual talkers with minimal edge weights. We predict that this

will reveal not only which cues are present in specific phonemes, but also how their use varies

across talkers (i.e., most talkers may rely on one cue, but some talkers may use a different cue).

The set of cues identified in these trees (i.e., the Steiner cues) are evaluated using

multinomial regression classifiers, similar to previous models of speech categorization. In

particular, we will look at (1) classification accuracy as a function of phoneme, (2) model fit to
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the training dataset of speech sounds, and (3) model fit to listeners’ perceptual responses for

novel sounds. In addition to comparing classifiers trained on all possible cues vs. those trained

using the Steiner cues, we will also consider the effect of context compensation, achieved via

C-CuRE. Overall, we predict that classifiers trained on the Steiner cues will perform similarly but

provide a better overall fit to the training data and listeners’ perceptual responses, and that

context-compensated cues will yield better results than raw cues.

Method

Acoustic data

Acoustic measurements used in the model come from the dataset reported in McMurray &

Jongman (2011, see Supplementary Material for that paper). The dataset consists of 2880

utterances produced by 20 talkers (10 female) in 3 vowel contexts. From these tokens, differences

along 24 acoustic cue dimensions were measured (e.g., F1 onset, frication duration). We

computed cues from these measurements by dividing each cue dimension into high and low values,

creating 48 possible cues. This was done by first converting numeric cue-values along each

dimension to z-scores. Each token was then classified as high along a dimension if its z-score was

positive and low if its z-score was negative. For example, the frication duration dimension was

divided into two cues: durf+ and durf–, corresponding a positive z-score and negative z-score,

respectively. If a token had a long duration of frication, durf+ would be coded as 1, meaning

that the cue was present, and durf– would be coded as 0, meaning the cue was absent. Thus,

there were 48 possible cues, half of which were present in each token.

We evaluated Steiner trees using two versions of the acoustic data. First, we examined the

effectiveness of raw cue-values, converting them into high and low cues as described above.

Second, we applied the C-CuRE approach (McMurray & Jongman, 2011) prior to calculating

z-scores, whereby contextual variability caused by talker and vowel differences is first factored out

by running a linear regression on each cue dimension using talker and vowel as predictors. The

residual values were then used as the cues-values when computing z-scores. This produces cues

that are less context dependent and more closely reflect listener performance, as demonstrated by

McMurray & Jongman. However, it is unclear whether this is also true for the high/low coding
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system used here, and whether the Steiner tree approach for identifying cues is equally effective in

both cases. Thus, separate Steiner trees were identified for both the raw cues and

context-compensated cues.

Talker-cue graphs

For each fricative F , we construct an edge-weighted graph GF . The node set NF consists of

68 nodes, corresponding to 20 talkers and 48 cues. For a given talker and cue, an edge exists

between the two corresponding nodes if the talker ever produced tokens of F that included the

given cue. The edge set EF contains some talker-cue and some cue-cue edges. Edges between

talkers and cues are weighted by the inverse probability that a talker used a cue given that the

phoneme F was being produced. Edges between two cues were weighted by the inverse

probability that the two cues co-occurred, given that the phoneme F was being produced. The

precise formulas used are described in detail below.

Given a talker t and a cue c, if t ever uses c when producing F , let the conditional

probability that t was producing the phoneme F given that t used the cue c be denoted by

P (F |(c, t)). Similarly, the conditional probability that t will use c given that the phoneme F was

being produced will be denoted P ((c, t)|F ). Using Bayes’ Theorem, we have

P (F |(c, t)) = P ((c, t)|F )P (F )
P ((c, t)) . (1)

The probability P ((c, t)|F ) is the relative frequency with which t used c, out of all the instances

of talkers producing the sound F . Since

P ((c, t)|F ) = # instances in which t uses c when producing F
# instances in which any talker produces F , (2)

P (F ) = # instances in which any talker produces F
# instances in which any talker produces any phoneme , (3)

and

P ((c, t)) = # instances in which talker t uses c for any phoneme
# instances in which any talker produces any phoneme , (4)
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it must be that

P (F |(c, t)) = # instances in which t uses c when producing F
# instances in which t uses c for any phoneme (5)

We can then define a talker-cue edge weight as

wF (c, t) = 1
P (F |(c, t)) = # instances in which t uses c for any phoneme

# instances in which t uses c when producing F . (6)

In addition, because high edge weights indicate a low probability that a talker used a cue to

signal a given phoneme, we initially prune the graph of edges with weights >5 (corresponding to a

probability of 0.2). Thus, if

0 < wF (c, t) ≤ 5 (7)

then the edge e(c,t) connecting nodes for c and t exists in EF , and has weight wF (c, t).

A similar approach is used to compute edge weights for cue-cue edges. Let c1 and c2 be two

cues that are both produced in at least one token of a talker producing F . By similar reasoning,

one may compute the conditional probability that the phoneme F is being produced given that

both c1 and c2 are present by

P (F |(c1, c2)) = # instances in which any talker uses both c1 and c2 when producing F
# instances in which any talker uses both c1 and c2 for any phoneme . (8)

Again, define

wF (c1, c2) = 1
P (F |(c1, c2)) , (9)

and if

0 < wF (c1, c2) ≤ 5 (10)

then the edge e(c1,c2) connecting nodes for c1 and c2 exists in EF , and has weight wF (c1, c2).

As a specific example, suppose that 20 of the tokens produced by Talker 2 had a high

spectral mean, and of these, 10 were /s/ tokens (i.e., m1+ was present in those sounds). This

results in an edge weight of 2 (Eq. 6) between the node for Talker 2 and the m1+ node. This

approach thus reveals which cues are uniquely informative for specific phonemes and individual
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talkers. If Talker 2 always had a high spectral mean (m1+ was present in all of their tokens,

perhaps because the talker is a woman, not because she uses this cue to distinguish the

phonemes), the edge weight would be 8 (all tokens produced by that talker, divided by the eight

fricatives, which were equally likely). In this case, the cue would not be informative. Indeed, the

edge would be >5 and thus would be pruned from the graph entirely. Conversely, if the talker had

only ever used that cue when producing /s/, it would be extremely informative (edge weight of 1,

which is the minimum possible edge weight).

Steiner Trees

In each fricative graph, we identified low-weight subgraphs connecting all talker nodes. In

many cases the identified subgraphs were provably optimal, and hence Steiner trees. To keep

computation time manageable, we also accepted nearly optimal subgraphs, as described below.

For simplicity, all identified subgraphs are referred to as Steiner trees.

Integer linear programming, which is a common method of finding Steiner trees, was used

to identify the subgraphs. In general, a linear programming problem requires maximizing or

minimizing a linear function of several variables, subject to a system of linear constraints, where

the constraints take the form of equations or inequalities. Integer linear programming refers to

the situation in which the variables are further constrained to be integers. One way to translate

the Steiner tree problem into this framework is outlined in Joyner et al. (2010, Section 11.4):

define a variable xe for each edge e in the graph G = (N,E). A subgraph H of G may be defined

by assigning either xe = 0 or xe = 1 for each edge e in E. If xe = 0, then the edge e is not present

in the subgraph; if xi = 1, then e is present in the subgraph. We then define a variable yn for each

node n in N . Define yn = 1 if there is some edge in the subgraph that contains n, and yn = 0

otherwise. Our subgraph contains all nodes n such that yn = 1.

The Steiner tree problem for S in G can be thought of as minimizing the sum of the weights

of the edges in a subgraph, subject to the constraint that the subgraph must connect all

distinguished nodes. The function to be minimized is then

∑
e∈E

xewe, (11)
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subject to the constraints that (1) the subgraph is a tree and (2) the subgraph contains all of the

nodes in S. The first constraint may be tested by checking for acyclicity (a condition which may

be stated as a linear inequality using maximum average degree; Joyner et al., 2010, Section 11.1)

and requiring that the number of edges is one less than the number of nodes in the subgraph. The

second constraint may be stated as yn = 1 for all n ∈ S.

Once the Steiner tree problem has been translated into the linear programming setting,

existing linear programming software can be used. Many authors have developed ways to improve

the efficiency of linear programming approaches to Steiner tree problems (e.g., Althaus et al.,

2003; Stanojevic & Vujoševic, 2006). However, the simple approach described above has been

implemented in SageMath (The Sage Developers, 2017) and allows users to employ their choice of

linear programming solvers. The SageMath function Steiner_Tree() with LP solver GLPK

(GNU Linear Programming Kit) was used to find all Steiner trees described here.

To reduce computing time, the relative mixed integer programming gap tolerance was

increased, meaning the subgraphs returned by the Steiner_Tree() function were sometimes

approximate solutions to the Steiner tree problem, as mentioned above. We note that in this

context, nearly-optimal approximate solutions also provide potentially meaningful information

about useful cue networks (we verify this using the multinomial regression classifiers described

below). There also may be multiple optimal (or nearly optimal) Steiner trees for a given graph

and distinguished set. Therefore, the Steiner_tree() function was run 100 times on each

phoneme graph to identify the cues that were most consistently included in the Steiner trees.

Note that the distinguished nodes in all cases were the set of all nodes corresponding to talkers,

and the additional (Steiner) nodes included in the returned trees corresponded to cues. These

cues are hypothesized to be those that are sufficient for identifying the given fricative category.

Multinomial regression classifiers

In order to determine whether the cues identified in the Steiner trees contain sufficient

information for fricative classification, multinomial regression classifiers were trained on both the

entire set of cues and the Steiner cues that were included in 5% or more of the solutions for each

fricative (see below for a justification of this criterion). Classifiers were also trained for both raw
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cues and context-compensated (C-CuRE) cues, leading to four sets of classifiers.

This approach follows from several previous models that have used logistic and multinomial

regression to model speech categorization (McMurray & Jongman, 2011; Nearey, 1997).

Multinomial regression, in particular, provides a generalized form of logistic regression that can

be used for data that contain more than two response classes (e.g., the eight possible fricatives in

our case). Both logistic and multinomial classifiers capture the probability of making a particular

phoneme response given a linear combination of acoustic cues. For purposes of illustration,

suppose an individual speech sound token contains several cues, where the value of cue ci is 0 if

the cue is not present in the token and 1 if it is present. The probability that the listener will

categorize the token as /s/ can be modeled via logistic regression,

P (s) = 1
1 + exp

(
β0 +

∑N
i=1 βici

) , (12)

where N is the number of cues and βi is the regression coefficient (weight) for a given cue.

Because we are interested in the probability that a token belongs to one of eight categories, (i.e.,

the eight fricatives), we extend the logistic regression approach to multinomial regression, where

we identify regression coefficients for each phoneme. Thus, in the multinomial case, the exp term

in Equation 12 for a given phoneme j is

L (j) = exp

(
βj0 +

N∑
i=1

βjici

)
. (13)

This can then be used to compute the probability of a specific phoneme response, given the

regression coefficients of all eight fricatives:1

P (j) = L(j)
1 +

∑K
m=1 L(m)

(14)

where K is the number of phoneme categories (i.e., eight).

Classifiers were trained and tested using the same approach as McMurray & Jongman

(2011), who presented three measures of model performance: (1) classifier accuracy, (2) measures
1Note that one class (category) serves as an arbitrary reference category, so the number of regression coefficients

for each cue is 8− 1 = 7. The probability of the reference phoneme is 1/
(
1 +

∑K

m=1 L(m)
)
.
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of model fit to the training data, and (3) similarity of model responses to listeners’ perceptual

data. Training data for the classifier came from the tokens that did not have associated

perceptual data and did have a complete set of acoustic measurements (26 tokens had missing or

undefined cue-values and were not included). This yielded 2617 tokens in the training dataset and

237 tokens in the test set. Four classifiers were trained: (1) a classifier using raw cue-values with

all possible cues; (2) a classifier using raw cue-values and those identified in the Steiner trees; (3)

a classifier using context-compensated cues (computed using C-CuRE) for all possible cues; and

(4) a classifier using context-compensated Steiner cues.

To determine how well each classifier performed, we first looked at overall classifier accuracy

as a function of phoneme. Next, we computed Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) scores, a

measure of goodness-of-fit that takes into account the number of free parameters in a model

(Schwarz et al., 1978). This allows us to compare models with different numbers of cues, such as

the all-cue and Steiner-cue classifiers. Together, these two measures indicate how well the model

can identify the intended fricatives and how well it accounts for the training data.

Although these two measures are useful for evaluating the models, they do not provide an

indication of how well the model did relative to human listeners’ specific responses (i.e., did the

model correctly classify the same tokens as human listeners, and misidentify the same tokens as

listeners?). To measure how well the classifiers accounted for listeners’ perceptual data, we

computed the log-likelihood of each model given the listener data, following the procedure

outlined in McMurray & Jongman (2011). Briefly, these likelihoods describe the probability of the

listeners’ distribution of responses given the model’s predictions (i.e., how likely was a given

model to generate the data observed from human listeners?). We sum these probabilities across

the individual tokens and take the log of that sum. This method allows us to compare how well

different models match listener performance on individual tokens. Full equations describing how

to calculate the likelihoods are given in McMurray & Jongman (2011).
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Results

Steiner trees

We first examined the output of the Steiner tree solutions. In general, 2-6 cues/phoneme

were necessary to connect all of the talkers. Figure 3a shows the complete graph for /z/, and

Figure 3b shows a representative Steiner tree solution using context-compensated (C-CuRE) cues.

In each graph, pink nodes represent talkers (i.e., the distinguished nodes) and blue nodes

represent possible cues. As the figures illustrate, the solution for /z/ required three cues to

connect each talker, with two large clusters of talkers using m1trans+ and m4+ distinctively to

signal /z/, and one smaller cluster of three talkers using lowf+ to indicate this phoneme. Thus,

the space of 48 possible cues has been reduced to three.

Steiner tree solutions for other phoneme categories took different forms (Fig. 4). /f,v,T,z/

required a small number of cues to connect all talkers, whereas /D,s,S,Z/ required many more.

Different patterns emerge within these graphs as well: /f/ has two equal-sized clusters of talkers,

whereas /v/ has a large number of talkers using one cue (m2+) with only a small number

connected to the other cue (durf–). Note that for all fricatives, the different clusters of talkers

(a)

Figure 3

M1TRANS+

M4+

LOWF+

(b)

Figure 3

M1TRANS+

M4+

LOWF+

Figure 3 . (a) Complete graph for /z/. Pink nodes indicate talkers (which are the distinguished nodes in the Steiner
tree) and blue nodes indicate possible cues. Edge thickness indicates weight (thicker lines indicate lower
weights/better connections between cues and talkers). (b) Representative Steiner tree solution for the complete
graph in the left panel. The solution reduces the number of cues to three while still connecting all talkers (in this
case, via the three cues, m1trans+, m4, and lowf+).
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are connected to each other via connections between correlated cues, rather than between talkers

who used multiple cues. This suggests that individual talkers tend to rely on only one or a small

number of cues to indicate specific phonemes.

We next looked at how often each cue was identified over the 100 simulation runs for each

fricative graph. Figure 5 summarizes the cues identified in the C-CuRE Steiner trees as a function

of fricative category. As the figure shows, many cues are never included in the Steiner trees for

certain phonemes (e.g., none of the formants were used for /f/), suggesting that these cues are

generally not robust in signaling those phonemes. Other cues were found in almost all Steiner

trees for a given fricative, suggesting that these are highly reliable (e.g., m1trans+ for /z,Z/).

A number of other patterns emerge from this analysis, several of which replicate previous

phonetic analyses. For example, a high spectral mean (m1+) signals /s/, while a low spectral

mean (m1–) signals /S/. Several cues also reflect differences along phonological feature

dimensions. Steiner trees for the voiceless sounds (/f,T,s,S/) had high f0 values (f0+) and

generally had longer frication durations (durf+, except for /T/). Non-sibilants (/f,v,T,D/) all

included low frication amplitude as a cue (rmsf–), and conversely, two of the sibilants had high

frication amplitudes (rmsf+). f5ampf+ and m3+ also tend to be present in sibilants but not in

non-sibilants. The specific place of articulation for some phonemes was also distinguished, with

m3trans+ present for labiodental fricatives (/f,v/) but not other phonemes, and several cues

(f3ampf+, m1–, m3+, and maxpf–) distinguishing /S,Z/ from the other phonemes.

Interestingly, the patterns for several cues are more idiosyncratic and do not reflect

articulatory feature dimensions or previously described phonetic patterns. For example,

/v,T,D,s,z/ all include a high degree of kurtosis during frication as a cue (m4+), and /v,D,s/ use

m2trans+, yet these sounds differ in place, voicing, and sibilance. This suggests that not all

acoustic cues that used by talkers are linked to phonological feature dimensions. Moreover, there

are several cues that appear to be uniquely used to signal specific phonemes (e.g., f3+ for /Z/,

f2– for /v/, and rmsv– for /s/), though they are not invariant (i.e., they do not connect all the

talkers with edge weights of 1).

Overall, the results suggest that multiple cues are necessary—no fricative was signaled by

only a single cue across all Steiner tree solutions. Moreover, the Steiner trees suggest that
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Figure 4 . Representative Steiner Trees for each fricative. Pink nodes represent individual talkers, and blue nodes
represent cues. Each fricative has a distinct pattern of cue clustering, with some graphs showing a single cluster for
all talkers (e.g., /T/) indicating that all talkers tend to use this cue; and others showing a large number of cues
(/D/), indicating that individual talkers tend to use different cues.
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Cue Type Cue f v T D s z S Z

Temporal durf + – – + – +
durv + +

Spectral (dynamic)

f0 + + – + +
f1
f2 –
f3 +
f4 + –
f5 +

Spectral (static)

m1 + + – –
m2 + + + –
m3 – + + +
m4 + + + + +

m1trans + + +
m2trans + + +
m3trans + + – –
m4trans + +
maxpf – –

Amplitude

f3ampf + +
f3ampv
f5ampf – – + + +
f5ampv
lowf + – + – +
rmsf – – – – + +
rmsv –

Figure 5 . Chart of Steiner cues as a function of fricative. Positive signs indicate that Steiner tree solutions
identified that cue dimension as high for that phoneme; negative signs indicate Steiner tree solutions with low
cue-values for that dimension. Shading indicates the proportion of stimulation runs for which a cue was included in
the Steiner tree (black=100%; white=0%). Empty cells indicate cue dimensions that were included <5% of the time
in the Steiner trees for a given phoneme. Cue labels are the same as those used in McMurray & Jongman (2011),
which also gives the definition of each cue.

individual talkers often rely on different cues, with phoneme networks revealing that several

talkers often cluster around a specific cue. In some cases, there may be a large group of talkers

who use a cue, while in others there may be only a few; critically, both cues are needed to

accurately recognize speech across the entire population of talkers. This result is reminiscent of

models suggesting talker-specific phonological and lexical representations in speech perception

(e.g., exemplar models; Goldinger, 1998; Johnson, 1997).
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Figure 6 . Example waveforms and spectrograms for each fricative with the most frequent Steiner cues overlaid on top. ** indicates that the cue was identified in
100% of the solutions, and * indicates that the cue was identified in at least 90% of the solutions. Cues labeled in red correspond to low values along that
dimension; green indicates high cue-values along that dimension. None of the fricatives has the exact same set of the top four relevant cues. Example
spectrograms are from tokens in the Schatz et al. (2015) corpus.
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The results also offer a systematic way of identifying the cues used for each fricative. Figure

6 summarizes this information graphically: it shows example waveforms and spectrograms for

each fricative with the most relevant cues (the four cues most frequently found in the Steiner tree

solutions for that phoneme) overlaid on top, illustrating how each cue can be identified in

individual tokens. Given token-level variability between speech sounds and its impact on speech

perception (Li et al., 2012; Toscano & Allen, 2014), this provides a useful measure for determining

whether a given sound should yield robust recognition (i.e., whether it contains informative cues).

Classifier performance

In order to determine whether the cues identified in the Steiner trees do indeed provide

useful information for speech sound categorization, we trained logistic regression classifiers to

categorize the eight phonemes based on different subsets of cues. We first investigated how the

number of Steiner cues in the classifier affected its performance, starting with a classifier that

contained any cue that was ever identified in at least one of the Steiner tree runs (N=42 cues

across the eight phoneme graphs), and gradually reduced the number of cues to only those

included in a certain percentage of Steiner tree solutions (e.g., the 26 cues included in at least

10% of the solutions).

As expected, classifier performance decreased with more restricted sets of cues. Figure 7

shows classifier performance as a function of the proportion of cues included in the classifier for

C-CuRE Steiner cues. For classifiers trained on all Steiner cues, mean accuracy was 86.9%. An

inclusion threshold of 5% reduces the number of cues substantially (N=31 cues) but only incurs a

slight drop in classifier performance (85.7%). Thus, a 5% cutoff balances model performance

while minimizing the total number of cues used. In the subsequent analyses we used a 5%

threshold for Steiner cues to be included in the analyses (this is also reflected in the analyses

above, which only include cues found in at least 5% of the Steiner tree solutions; Fig. 5).

We next compared the performance of the Steiner-cue model to classifiers that had all cues,

examining both raw cues and context-compensated cues in each case. For the classifiers trained

on raw cues, performance was similar for both the all-cue (74.7%) and Steiner-cue (75.9%)

models, with slightly better performance for the Steiner-cue model. Moreover, the Steiner-cue
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Figure 7 . Classifier performance as a function of the proportion of Steiner tree solutions that included a given cue.
Numbers next to data points indicate the specific number of cues included in the classifier. Data point highlighted
in red corresponds to the 5% inclusion threshold. This set of Steiner cues was used in all subsequent analyses.

model yielded a better fit to the training dataset (all-cue BIC: 4503; Steiner-cue BIC: 4434).

Thus, overall classifier performance is not impacted by reducing the cues to just those included in

the Steiner trees and the classifier provides a better fit to the data. These results suggest that the

Steiner cues provide a useful set of cues for categorization. Overall, however, both classifiers

performed low relative to human listeners. Figure 8a shows classifier performance as a function of

phoneme, along with the perceptual data from listeners presented in McMurray & Jongman

(2011). Both classifiers show poor performance relative to listeners, especially for non-sibilants.

This replicates the findings of McMurray & Jongman for classifiers based on raw cues. Despite

this, the Steiner-cue model still shows a better fit to listeners’ data (all-cue log-likelihood: -5069;

Steiner-cue log-likelihood: -5047).

Next, we examined classifiers trained using context-compensated (C-CuRE) cues. Recall

Table 1
Classifier performance.

Cues Used Context Compensation Accuracy BIC Log-Likelihood
All Raw cues 74.7% 4503 -5069

Steiner Raw cues 75.9% 4434 -5047
All C-CuRE 87.3% 3748 -4050

Steiner C-CuRE 85.7% 3672 -3781
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(a) Raw cues

Figure 8
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(b) C-CuRE cues
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Figure 8 . (a) Listener and classifier performance for raw cues. Both the all-cue and Steiner-cue classifiers perform
more poorly than listeners, though the Steiner-cue model provides a better fit to listeners’ data. (b) Performance
for context-compensated (C-CuRE) cues. Here, both classifiers closely match listener performance across the set of
phonemes, with a better match for the Steiner-cue classifier. Note also that the overall pattern of classifier accuracy
follows that of the listeners (e.g., poorer performance on non-sibilants than on sibilants).

that these cues were created by first factoring out talker and vowel context and then z-scoring the

residual values to determine whether a token had a positive or negative value along a cue

dimension. Overall, these classifiers performed much better, with a mean accuracy of 87.3% for

the all-cue model, and a mean accuracy of 85.7% for the Steiner-cue model. Note that

performance for the all-cue model is lower than the C-CuRE classifier in McMurray & Jongman

(2011), which was 92.9%. This represents the cost of converting from continuous cue-value

dimensions to discrete positive and negative cues that were present or absent in each token.

Despite this cost, restricting the set of cues to the Steiner cues only had a slight impact on overall

accuracy (1.6%), and the Steiner-cue model had a better fit to the training dataset (all-cue BIC:

3748; Steiner-cue BIC: 3672). In addition, both models provided a close match to listeners’

responses (Fig. 8b), with the Steiner-cue model providing the closest match overall (all-cue

log-likelihood: -4050; Steiner-cue log-likelihood: -3781). Again, these results demonstrate that the

set of Steiner cues is sufficient for accurate classification and provides a good match to listeners’

perceptual responses, despite having 17 fewer cues than the all-cue model.

Lastly, we examined how many cues a given token contains. Given the Steiner tree solutions

we found, it may be that each token only contains a single informative cue (e.g., a cue that is
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Figure 9 . Proportion of tokens by phoneme that have a given number of Steiner cues present. Overall, tokens
generally have at least three Steiner cues, and most have four (except for /T/).

characteristic of each talker, who were only linked to individual cues in the Steiner trees). Thus,

although multiple cues are needed, it is not clear whether listeners must integrate cues on a

token-by-token basis. To investigate this, we calculated the proportion of tokens that contained

different numbers of Steiner cues (though not necessarily the same Steiner cues) as a function of

phoneme. Figure 9 shows the results of this analysis. For each phoneme, all tokens in the dataset

contained at least one Steiner cue, and the majority (>96.9%) contained at least three cues.

Beyond this number, the proportion of tokens that contain multiple cues begins to fall off, though

this varies as a function of phoneme. This is partly due to the fact that different phonemes use

different numbers of cues (e.g., /D/ has 13 Steiner cues, so there is a higher likelihood that a

greater proportion of these cues will be present in the tokens). From this, we can see that almost

all tokens contain three cues. Thus, we would expect listeners to integrate these cues during

perception of natural speech, similar to processes observed with experimentally-manipulated

speech sounds (Toscano & McMurray, 2012, 2015).

Discussion

The goal of the current study was to identify subsets of acoustic cues that provide useful

information for categorizing specific speech sounds across multiple talkers. Using techniques from

graph theory, specifically, finding subgraphs known as Steiner trees, we found that we can identify
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the specific cues necessary for speech sound classification. These trees revealed that talkers differ

in which cues they use to signal specific phonemes. In addition, classifiers trained on the Steiner

cues show similar accuracy, better fits to the training data, and closer matches to listeners’

perceptual responses than classifiers trained on all possible cues. Thus, the Steiner tree approach

provides a viable method for identifying informative acoustic cues in speech. Given that cues can

be defined by any spectro-temporal difference in the speech signal, this provides a useful method

of narrowing the space of possible cues to those that are necessary for speech perception. Below,

we briefly discuss how these results fit with previous work on phonetic cues to fricatives, existing

models of speech sound categorization, and implications for future work using these techniques.

Phonetic cues to fricatives

The Steiner tree solutions reinforce several findings from previous phonetic analyses of

fricatives. Spectral mean (m1), for instance, was found to be informative for the distinction

between /S/ and /s/, consistent with classic perceptual results for these sounds. Spectral peak

(maxpf) distinguished place of articulation, specifically separating /S,Z/ from the other phonemes

(Jongman et al., 2000). Similarly, frication duration (durf) and low-frequency frication

amplitude (lowf) distinguished voiced and voiceless sounds, consistent with previous phonetic

analyses (Jongman et al., 2000; Klatt, 1976; McMurray & Jongman, 2011; Stevens et al., 1992).

This provides additional confirmation that the Steiner trees included phonetically relevant cues.

Not all previously-identified cues were used in the Steiner tree solutions, however. F2 onset, in

particular, has been argued as a cue to place of articulation, but we found that this cue was only

useful for identifying one phoneme (f2– in /v/).

We can also compare these results specifically to those of McMurray & Jongman (2011),

who used the same dataset in their models, but with continuously-valued cue dimensions. There

are a number of cues identified in the Steiner tress that are consistent with the patterns they

report (cf. Fig. 5 in the current paper and Table 3 from McMurray & Jongman, 2011). For

instance, they found that rmsf and durf are cues to both sibilance and voicing, which we find as

well. There are also some cues that they reported as indicating multiple phonological features

(e.g., lowf as a cue to both sibilance and voicing) that are only used for one feature in the
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Steiner trees (voicing). Thus, the Steiner tree solutions reduce the cues to only those that are

necessary for connecting all the talkers, even though those cues may distinguish additional

phonological features statistically.

There were also cues included in the Steiner trees that McMurray & Jongman do not report

as distinguishing any features. This occurs, in particular, for cases where the cue was primarily

used for a single phoneme, making its function more idiosyncratic than cues that serve to provide

information about all phonemes that share a particular phonological feature (e.g., f0+ was found

in the Steiner trees for the four voiceless fricatives, but primarily it was used in /S/; McMurray &

Jongman did not report this as a cue for voicing).

The Steiner tree solutions also revealed several additional patterns not previously observed.

Of particular interest are cases where a cue seems to provide information for specific fricatives

that vary along several phonological feature dimensions (e.g., m4+ as a cue for /v,T,D,s,z/). This

suggests that phonological features, which are derived from articulatory constraints, may not be

the best units for models of speech perception. This, in turn, relates to a central debate in speech

perception concerning the nature of mental representations used to recognize speech sounds (i.e.,

whether they are based on acoustic features or articulatory gestures; Fowler, 1984; Lotto &

Kluender, 1998; Nearey, 1997; Viswanathan et al., 2010). Results for cues like this point towards

representations that are not tied specifically to feature dimensions.

Lastly, the results show that cues to fricative identity are talker-specific. In general,

multiple cues were needed, not only to account for differences between tokens produced by a

single talker, but also to connect multiple talkers. Combined with the approach of identifying

cues specific to a phoneme category—instead of a phonological feature dimension—this suggests a

change in the way we think about phonetic cues: rather than high spectral variance (m2+)

providing a cue to sibilance, the Steiner trees reveal that this cue is used, in particular, for

signaling /v/ and /D/, and even then, it is only used by a subset of talkers (Figs. 4 and 5). Such a

description suggests a critical rethinking of what constitutes an informative phonetic cue.
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Models of speech sound categorization

The use of multiple cues in the Steiner trees is also consistent with previous models of

phonetic cue-integration (Cole et al., 2010; McMurray & Jongman, 2011; Nearey, 1997; Oden &

Massaro, 1978; Smits, 2001; Toscano & McMurray, 2010). We did not find any single cue that

uniquely identified a specific fricative in every Steiner tree solution. Moreover, by finding multiple

solutions to the Steiner tree problem, we discovered that there are generally multiple low-weight

solutions for a given phoneme’s graph, suggesting that a variety of cues provide useful information

for fricative classification.

This new approach also allows for easy identification of cues in novel speech tokens, which

can be used assess models of categorization. As the cues reflect high or low values along a

dimension, they can be easily identified from a spectrogram and waveform for a token (Fig. 6).

This allows us to tell, on a token-level basis, which cues are present, and to make predictions

about the robustness of the token for recognition (either by a model or by human listeners).

Given that listeners’ speech recognition errors are token-dependent (Toscano & Allen, 2014), this

provides a particularly useful tool.

Note that this conceptualization of the cues does come at a slight cost, however. By

converting from continuously-valued cue dimensions to discrete cues that are present or absent in

each sound, we lose some information. Given that listeners are highly sensitive to fine-grained

acoustic differences in speech (McMurray et al., 2002; Toscano et al., 2010), careful consideration

should be made about this choice. Indeed, it may be more useful to have nodes for multiple

cue-values along a dimension, rather than simply high/low values, which would allow for more

precise distinctions between cues. However, the results presented here demonstrate that, even

with the most sparse cue specification (i.e., only two possible cue-values for each dimension),

reasonable accuracy can still be achieved, along with a close match between the model and

listener performance. Future work aimed at examining more complex graphs with multiple

cue-values along a dimension may yield more specific cues.

The results also confirm and extend recent modeling work showing that factoring out

contextual variability in speech can greatly aid recognition, as in the C-CuRE paradigm (Cole

et al., 2010; McMurray et al., 2011; McMurray & Jongman, 2011). This is illustrated by the
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classifier results: both of the C-CuRE classifiers (all-cues and Steiner-cues) performed better than

the raw-cue classifiers. C-CuRE provides a straightforward approach for dealing with this

contextual variability. Combined with the Steiner tree solutions, this provides a complete toolkit

for building a model of speech sound categorization: factor out contextual variability in cues

using C-CuRE, find the subset of necessary cues by identifying Steiner trees, and train classifiers

on these cues. Such an approach could easily be extended to other classes of speech sounds.

Finally, could the Steiner tree graphs themselves serve as models of listeners’ perceptual

representations? As noted in the Introduction, a number of connectionist models have been

proposed previously to describe speech perception. Given that the Steiner cues provide

classification performance similar to human listeners, these trees may serve as useful models of

listeners’ representations of these sounds, and the connections between cues and individual

talkers. Such a model is reminiscent of exemplar models of speech perception (Goldinger, 1998;

Johnson, 1997), whereby talker-specific representations are retained. Indeed, this approach seems

consistent with recent proposals suggesting that listeners track talker-specific distributions of

acoustic cues to deal with between-talker variability (Kleinschmidt & Jaeger, 2015; Munson,

2011). More work must be done to establish whether listeners’ representations directly correspond

to the Steiner tree solutions (e.g., if a listener knows that Talker X uses Cue Y to signal /s/, do

they primarily use that cue from that talker, rather than other cues?).

This approach may also provide a useful complement to recently described techniques for

discovering the cues that listeners used based on perceptual data. The three-dimensional deep

search (3DDS) method, described by Li et al. (2012) for fricatives, allows for identification of

specific spectral, temporal, and amplitude characteristics for fricative identification in individual

tokens based on perceptual data. This suggests a vehicle for testing the validity of the Steiner

cues presented here: based on which Steiner cues are present in individual speech sound tokens,

the 3DDS technique could allow us to investigate whether listeners use those cues to recognize

speech sounds on a token-level basis.

Future work should also investigate how these networks could be learned in a

developmentally-plausible way. Currently, both the C-CuRE and Steiner tree approaches require

supervised learning (to know what the context is, and to know which phoneme the graph
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corresponds to), whereas human infants rely on unsupervised statistical learning to initially

acquire phonological distinctions (Maye et al., 2002). Developmentally-plausible learning

algorithms exist (Getz et al., 2017; Toscano & McMurray, 2010; Vallabha et al., 2007), and thus,

models combining unsupervised learning with the context-compensation and cue discovery

techniques described here may provide a powerful approach for understanding the acquisition of

phonological categories.

This approach also offers promise for generating hypotheses in language research more

broadly. For example, they may serve as a useful tool for describing the necessary connections

between phonological and lexical representations in spoken word recognition. In general, in any

space where there are multiple possible connections between entities, Steiner trees can allow us to

parse out the minimum information necessary to represent the relationships between them. Such

an approach could yield models of spoken language comprehension that map across multiple

levels of representation, from acoustic features, to phonemes, to words and higher-level categories.

Conclusions

In conclusion, the results demonstrate that:

1. Steiner trees reveal useful networks of phonetic cues connecting multiple talkers

2. Individual talkers often rely on different cues

3. Classifiers trained on the Steiner cues perform similarly and provide a better fit to listeners’

perceptual data than classifiers trained on all cues

4. Context compensation, as implemented in C-CuRE, improves both classifier accuracy and

model fits

Overall, the models and techniques presented here offer a new approach for studying speech sound

classification and for discovering useful acoustic cues in speech. This, in turn, sheds light on the

processes that allow listeners to recognize speech from multiple talkers on the basis of multiple

phonetic cues.
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